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The left needs to stop its extreme rhetoric against its opponents. As shown by the 2017 

Congressional baseball shooting from a fan of Bernie Sanders, words can incite violence. 

Today’s assassination attempt against President Trump should be a wake up call to those on the 

left and their media sympathizers who espouse extremist rhetoric. Although it may be just 

“politics” to the left, as we saw from today’s events, some supporters take the left’s rhetoric as 

gospel and are willing to go to extreme measures to follow their supposed instructions. 

Eddy stated, “A political assassination attempt against a presidential candidate is something we 

hear of in other nations, but not in the U.S. It’s been decades since someone got this close and it 

does nothing to lower the political temperature. I’ve been saying for years we need people in 

Congress who promote positive leadership, demonstrate civility, and inspire people. I will 

continue to do that and urge the other side to do that as well. Anne and I, along with our kids, 

are praying for not only President Trump’s health, but our nation’s health.”   

------------------- 

Chris Eddy is running for U.S. Congress in Florida’s 25th District to Stop the Chaos.  He is a retired Air 

Force Reserve Brigadier General, a retired FBI Intelligence Leader, a Weston City Commissioner, an 

award-winning teacher, community leader, and a devoted husband and father.  He also holds 2 Masters 

degrees and a PhD in Leadership and is the author of two books on leadership.  “Our kids told me to quit 

yelling at the TV and do something about this mess so I am!” 

Federal primary elections will be held on August 20, 2024 with the general election on November 5, 

2024 
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 EDDY SLAMS LEFTIST RHETORIC 
The assassination attempt on President Trump was the result of 

hyperbolic rhetoric. 
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